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Abstract

We describe a scheme for reflecting exceptions as capabilities in the Scala type system that keeps notational overhead to a minimum and avoids well-known problems with Java’s checked exceptions framework. The scheme makes exceptions safer but not fully safe since the capability for throwing an exception may still yet escape its enclosing try block. To address this limitation, we also propose a type system which prevents capabilities from escaping.
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1 Introduction

Exceptions have been a controversial feature in Scala and other programming languages. On one hand, exceptions are ideal for error handling in many situations; they propagate error conditions with minimum boilerplate code. In many runtimes, including the JVM, they cause zero overhead for the “happy path”, which means they are very efficient as long as errors arise infrequently. Exceptions are also easy to debug, since they produce handler-site stack traces; that is, one never has to guess where an erroneous condition originated.

On the other hand, exceptions in Scala and many other languages are problematic since they are not reflected in the type system. This means that an essential part of a function’s contract – i.e. what exceptions can it produce? – is not statically checked. This is widely acknowledged to be a problem, but so far the alternative of checked exceptions was shunned because of its bad ergonomics. Java’s checked exceptions are a case in point – they do the right thing in principle, but are widely regarded as a mistake since they are so difficult to deal with. So far, none of the successor languages that are modeled after Java or that are built on the JVM have copied this feature. See for example Anders Hejlsberg’s statement [Venners and Eckel 2003] on why C# does not have checked exceptions.

This paper describes a scheme for reflecting exceptions in Scala types that keeps the notational overhead low through scoping and effect polymorphism. The scheme is based on the effects as implicit capabilities [Odersky 2015] pattern. It supports effect masking in try expressions through a new type system that tracks variables captured by values.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides some motivation why a new approach to statically typed exceptions is needed, by discussing the respective disadvantages of checked exceptions in Java on the one hand, and the alternative of monadic effect abstractions on the other hand. Section 3 presents a scheme for tracking thrown exceptions using implicit capabilities. The scheme has been fully implemented and is slated to be released soon in version 3.1 of Scala. The described scheme makes exceptions safer than the status quo but not fully safe in that it does not guard against capabilities that escape the scope in which they are defined. Section 4 proposes a new type system that addresses this limitation by keeping track of free variables in closures. Section 5 explores the expressiveness and usability of that type system in programming languages like Scala. Section 6 discusses related work. Section 7 concludes and maps out future work.
2 Motivation

The main problem with Java’s checked exception model is the inflexibility caused by the lack of polymorphism. Consider the map method which is declared on List[A]:

```scala
def map[B](f: A => B): List[B]
```

In the Java model, the function f is not allowed to throw a checked exception, so the following call would be invalid:

```scala```
x.map(x => if x < limit then x * x else throw LimitExceeded())
```

The only way around this would be to wrap LimitExceeded in an unchecked RuntimeException that is caught and unwrapped at the callsite:

```scala```
try
  x.map(x => if x < limit then x * x else throw Wrapper(LimitExceeded()))
catch case Wrapper(ex) => throw ex
```

This greatly complicates and obscures the original call syntax. Generally, monomorphic checked exceptions do not play well with programming patterns involving higher-order functions.

2.1 Polymorphic Exceptions

One can make exception handling polymorphic by allowing exception types as type parameters. In this setting, we could express map as follows:

```scala```
def map[B, E](f: A => B: List[B]) throws E
```

In fact, the parametric approach to effect polymorphism [Lucassen and Gifford 1988] is also supported in Java, but it is rarely used, due to the unappealing overhead of the additional type parameters needed.

Languages like Koka [Leijen 2017] and Frank [Lindley et al. 2017] try to reduce the syntactic overhead by introducing syntactic sugar to hide effect parameters in some cases. This is at best a partial solution since the underlying complexity has a tendency to resurface, for instance when resolving complicated type error messages.

2.2 Monadic Effects

So the dilemma is that exceptions are easy to use only as long as we forgo static type checking. This has caused many Scala developers to abandon exceptions altogether and to use monads [Wadler 1998] instead, specifically an error monad like Try or Either. This approach can often work but is not without its downsides either. It makes code more complicated and harder to refactor. It means one is quickly confronted with the problem how to work with several monads. Dealing with one monad at a time is straightforward but dealing with several monads together is much less pleasant since monads do not compose well. A great number of techniques have been proposed, implemented, and promoted to deal with this, from monad transformers [Liang et al. 1995], to free monads [Sheard and Pasalic 2004], to tagless final [Carette et al. 2009]. None of these techniques is universally liked, however; each introduces a complicated DSL with runtime overhead that is both hard to understand for non-experts and hard to debug. In the end, many developers prefer to work instead in a single “super-monad” like ZIO that has error propagation built-in alongside other aspects. This one-size-fits-all approach can work nicely for frameworks that offer a fixed set of capabilities, but its fixed overhead and lack of flexibility make it unsuitable as the only provided solution for a general purpose programming language.

3 From Effects to Capabilities

In this paper we propose a different approach to polymorphic statically checked exceptions that does away with ceremony. Instead of concentrating on possible effects such as “this code might throw an exception”, concentrate on capabilities such as “this code needs the capability to throw an exception”. From a standpoint of expressiveness this is quite similar. But capabilities can be expressed as parameters whereas traditionally effects are expressed as some addition to result types. It turns out that this can make a big difference!

3.1 CanThrow as a Capability

In the effects as capabilities model, an effect is expressed as an (implicit) parameter of a certain type. For checked exceptions we would expect parameters of type CanThrow[E] where E stands for the exception that can be thrown. Here is the definition of CanThrow:

```scala```
erased class CanThrow[-E <: Exception]
```

This makes use of a new (currently experimental) Scala feature: erased definitions [Stucki and Odersky 2020]. Roughly speaking, values of an erased class do not generate runtime code; they are erased before code generation. This means that all CanThrow capabilities are compile-time only artifacts; they do not have a runtime footprint.

Now, if the compiler sees a throw Exc() construct where Exc is a checked exception, it will check that there is a capability of type CanThrow[Exc] that can be summoned as a given, or produce a compile-time error otherwise.

How can the capability be produced? There are several possibilities:

Most often, the capability is produced by having a using clause (using CanThrow[Exc]) in some enclosing scope. This roughly corresponds to a throws clause in Java. The analogy is even stronger since alongside CanThrow there is also the following type alias defined in the scala package:

---

1. https://zio.dev/
2. Given instances and using parameters are a new feature of Scala 3.
The nesting of the given capabilities mirrors the precedence of exception catching, where earlier catch clauses shadow later ones.

Note that the right-hand side of all givens is `???(unde ned). This is OK since these givens are erased; they will not be executed at runtime.

Note also that only checked exceptions (in the Java sense) are tracked with capabilities. Unchecked exceptions that derive from `java.lang.RuntimeException` or `java.lang.Error` are not statically represented.

### 3.2 An Implementation

The presented scheme has been implemented for Scala 3. It is enabled through the language import

```scala
import language.experimental.saferExceptions
```

The implementation consists of the following deltas relative to the standard Scala 3 compiler and library:

1. It adds in the class `CanThrow` and the type `$throws` as they were described above, and the `unsafeExceptions` object described later.
2. It adds the described desugaring rules to rewrite `$throws` types to cascaded `$throws` types.
3. It augments the type checking of `throw by demanding` a `CanThrow` capability for the thrown exception.
4. It augments the type checking of `try by providing` `CanThrow` capabilities for every caught exception.

All additions are either library code or pre-typechecking desugarings. So far, no changes to the type system are needed for exception checking. All that’s needed are regular givens and context functions. Any runtime overhead is eliminated by using erased types.

### 3.3 Usage Example

Here is an example program that throws an exception without a matching capability:

```scala
val limit = 10e9
class LimitExceeded extends Exception
def f(x: Double): Double =
  if x < limit then x * x
  else throw LimitExceeded()
```

Compiling this program produces the following error message:

```text
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>if x &lt; limit then x * x else throw LimitExceeded()</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The capability to throw exception LimitExceeded is missing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The capability can be provided by one of the following:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- A using clause <code>(using CanThrow[LimitExceeded])</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- A <code>throws</code> clause in a result type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- an enclosing <code>try</code> that catches LimitExceeded</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The following import might fix the problem:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>import unsafeExceptions.canThrowAny</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

The message explains that `f` needs the capability to throw a `LimitExceeded` exception. The most concise way to do so is to add a `throws clause`:

```scala
def f(x: Double)
  : Double throws LimitExceeded =
  if x < limit then x * x
  else throw LimitExceeded()
```

Now let’s put a call to `f` in a `try` that catches `LimitExceeded`:

```scala
try
  f(999)
catch 
  case e: LimitExceeded => println(e.toString)
We can run the program with some inputs:

```scala
> scala test 1 2 3 100000000000
> scala test 1 2 3
```

Everything typechecks and works as expected. Note that we have called the unmodified map of Scala's standard library without any ceremony. How did that work? Here is how the compiler expands the test function:

```scala
@main def test(xs: Double*) =
  try println(xs.map(f).sum)
  catch case ex: LimitExceeded =>
    println("too_large")
```

We can run the program with some inputs:

```scala
> scala test 1 2 3
14.0
> scala test 1 2 3 100000000000
too large
```

3.4 Gradual Typing via Imports

Another advantage of the capability model is that it allows a gradual migration from current unchecked exceptions to safer exceptions. Assume for a moment that experimental.saferExceptions is turned on everywhere. Lots of code would break, since functions have not yet been properly annotated with throws. However, there is an easy escape hatch that lets us ignore the breakages for a while by providing globally the CanThrow capability for any exception. Simply import:

```scala
import scala.unsafeExceptions.canThrowAny
```

Here is the definition of canThrowAny:

```scala
package scala
object unsafeExceptions:
  given canThrowAny: CanThrow[Exception] = ???
```

Of course, defining a global capability like this amounts to cheating. But the cheating is useful for gradual typing. The import could be used to migrate existing code, or to enable more fluid explorations of code without regard for complete exception safety. At the end of these migrations or explorations the import should be removed.

It remains an open question whether back-doors like canThrowAny should be better regulated. In the current implementation, erased values of any type, including capability types, can be created by using "undefined" (???) as the right hand side. One could simply decree that such constructs are to be considered as escape hatches that undermine capability safety, just like asInstanceOf is an escape hatch that undermines type safety. An alternative would be to look for ways to control the creation of such escape hatches more tightly.

3.5 Limitations

The effects as capabilities model explored so far allows one to declare and check the thrown exceptions of first-order code. But as it stands, it does not give us enough mechanism to enforce the absence of capabilities for arguments to higher-order functions. Consider pureMap, a variant of map that should enforce that its argument does not throw exceptions or have any other effects (maybe because we want it to reorder computations transparently). Right now we cannot enforce that since the function argument to pureMap can capture arbitrary capabilities in its free variables without them showing up in its type. One possible way to address this would be to introduce a pure function type (maybe written A => B). Pure functions are not allowed to close over capabilities. Then pureMap could be written as a method on List with the following signature:

```scala
def pureMap[B](f: A => B): List[B]
```

Another area where the lack of purity requirements shows up is when capabilities escape from bounded scopes. Consider the following function:

```scala
def escaped(xs: Double*): () => Int =
  try () => xs.map(f).sum
  catch case ex: LimitExceeded => -1
```

With the system presented here, this function typechecks, with expansion:

```scala
@main def test(xs: Double*) =
  try println(xs.map(f).sum)
  catch case ex: LimitExceeded =>
    println("too_large")
```

But if one tries to call escaped like this

```scala
val g = escaped(1, 2, 1000000000)
```

the result will be a LimitExceeded exception thrown at the second line where g is called. What's missing is that try should enforce that the capabilities it generates do not escape as free variables in the result of its body. It makes sense to describe such scoped effects as ephemeral capabilities - they have lifetimes that cannot be extended to delayed code in a lambda.

Even so, exception checking is arguably already useful as it is. It gives a clear path forward to make exception-using code safer, better documented, and easier to refactor.
The only loophole arises for ephemeral capabilities - here we have to verify manually that these capabilities do not escape. Specifically, a try always has to be placed in the same computation stage as the throws that it enables.

Nevertheless, it would be great if we could close the loophole. In the rest of this paper, we report on current work that attempts to do this.

4 Tracking Captured Capabilities

We now develop a new type system that supports purity and ephemeral capabilities by tracking the free variables of values. The core idea is to add a form of capturing type \( \{ x_1, \ldots, x_n \} T \) which represents the type \( T \) that may capture variables \( x_1, \ldots, x_n \) in its capture set. Capture sets are finite sets of program variables. The type of a lambda abstraction summarizes in its capture set the free variables of the lambda.

The system presented in Figure 1 is dependently typed. In application, the arguments replace the parameters in the capture sets of the result type. Similarly to \( D_\ll ) \) and DOT [Amin et al. 2016], the terms in the calculus are in ANF.

It may look like such a system will lead to very verbose types. But we will demonstrate that the notational overhead attempts to do this. Nevertheless, it would be great if we could close the loophole. In the rest of this paper, we report on current work that attempts to do this.

4.1 Syntax

The syntax of types consists of the usual \( F_\ll \) types, plus a capturing type \( \{ x_1, \ldots, x_j \} R \) and a boxed type \( \Box T \). All type forms except capturing types are classified as pure types, ranged over by the letter \( R \). We assume the structural equivalence

\[
\{ \} R \equiv R
\]

That is, a pure type can be regarded as a capturing type with an empty capture set. Note that type variable bounds and arguments must be pure types. All other types can have capture sets.

Capture sets are finite sets of variables. We write \( C \backslash x \) for the capture set \( C \) without the variable \( x \). We assume a special variable \( \star \) that is not bound in the environment \( \Gamma \), but can be part of capture sets. \( \star \) represents the root capability, from which all other capabilities are derived.

Unlike in \( F_\ll <, \rangle \), functions in \( CF_\ll <, \Box \rangle \) are dependent - the parameter may occur in the (capture sets of) the result. Therefore function types are written \( \forall ( x : S ) T \) so that the parameter can be named. We retain the syntax \( S \to T \) as a shorthand for the function type \( \forall ( x : S ) T \) where \( T \) does not contain \( x \) as a free variable. Function types are pure; they only retain variables that are explicitly mentioned in a capture set prefix. Capturing binds more weakly than function type arrows, so \( \{ x, y \} A \to B \) parses as \( \{ x, y \} (A \to B) \).

The syntax of values and terms is what one would expect in an ANF version of System \( F_\ll <, \rangle \), except for boxing and unboxing. \( \Box x \) is a value that represents \( x \) with a boxed type. \( C \Rightarrow x \) is a term that takes a reference \( x \) (referring to a boxed value) and accesses the underlying unboxed value by presenting the capture set of its type. Boxing and unboxing operations are needed as type variables in \( CF_\ll <, \Box \rangle \) range only over pure types. Boxing is a way to “hide” capture sets, turning a type into a pure type so that a type variable can be instantiated with it. Conversely, unboxing “recovers” the capture set by presenting it explicitly as a key with which the boxed term is opened (the symbol \( \Rightarrow \) is intentionally chosen to resemble a key). Boxed types and boxing/unboxing operations would usually be inferred, so they do not need to be written explicitly in source (and they can probably be safely elided in error messages as well).

The captured variables \( cv(t) \) of a term \( t \) are defined as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{cv}(\lambda (x : S) t) &= \text{cv}(t) \backslash x \\
\text{cv}(\lambda [X \ll ; R] t) &= \text{cv}(t) \\
\text{cv}(x) &= \{ x \} \\
\text{cv}(\text{let } x = v \text{ in } t) &= \text{cv}(t) \quad \text{if } x \notin \text{cv}(t) \\
\text{cv}(\text{let } x = s \text{ in } t) &= \text{cv}(s) \cup \text{cv}(t) \backslash x \\
\text{cv}(x) &= \{ x, y \} \\
\text{cv}(x[R]) &= \{ x \} \\
\text{cv}(\Box x) &= \{ \} \\
\text{cv}(C \Rightarrow x) &= C \cup \{ x \}
\end{align*}
\]

The captured variables of a term are closely related to its free variables, except for the following three differences:

1. A box operation \( \Box x \) "forgets" \( x \) as a free variable.
2. Dually, an unbox operation \( C \Rightarrow x \) counts the variables in \( C \) as free variables.
3. In an evaluated let binding \( \text{let } x = v \text{ in } t \), the free variables of \( v \) are counted only if \( x \) is a captured variable of \( t \).

The first two rules encapsulate the essence of (un)box pairs: Boxing forgets free variables in the boxed term, but these need to be presented then instead by the unbox operation that needs to be applied before a boxed value can be accessed.

4.2 Evaluation

Figure 1 defines a small step evaluation relation using two kinds of contexts: store contexts \( \sigma \) and evaluation contexts...
Typing

\[ \begin{align*}
\text{Value} & \quad v, w \ ::= \ \lambda (x : T) t & \text{abstraction} \\
& \quad | \ \lambda [X : R] t & \text{type abstraction} \\
& \quad | \ \Box x & \text{boxing} \\
\text{Answer} & \quad a \ ::= \ v \\
& \quad | \ x & \text{variable} \\
\text{Term} & \quad s, t \ ::= \ a \\
& \quad | \ x y & \text{application} \\
& \quad | \ x [R] & \text{type application} \\
& \quad | \ C \rightsquigarrow x & \text{unboxing} \\
& \quad | \ \text{let } x = s \ \text{in } t & \text{let}
\end{align*} \]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Pure Type} & \quad R \ ::= \ X & \text{type variable} \\
& \quad | \ T & \text{top type} \\
& \quad | \ \forall (x : S) T & \text{term function} \\
& \quad | \ \forall [X : R] T & \text{type function} \\
& \quad | \ \Box T & \text{boxed type}
\end{align*} \]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Subtyping} & \quad \Gamma \vdash T <: T \\
& \quad | \ \text{REFL} & \Gamma \vdash T_1 <: T_2 \quad \Gamma \vdash T_2 <: T_3 & \text{(TRANS)} \\
& \quad | \ \text{TOP} & \Gamma \vdash R <: T \\
& \quad | \ \text{FUN} & \Gamma \vdash \forall (x : S_1) T_1 <: \forall (x : S_2) T_2 \\
& \quad | \ \text{CAPT} & \Gamma \vdash C_1 <: C_2 \quad \Gamma \vdash R_1 <: R_2 \\
& \quad | \ \text{BOXED} & \Gamma \vdash \Box T_1 <: \Box T_2
\end{align*} \]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Typing} & \quad \Gamma + t : T \\
& \quad | \ \text{VAR} & \Gamma \vdash t : S \quad \Gamma \vdash S <: T \quad \Gamma \vdash T \ \text{wf} & \Gamma \vdash t : T \\
& \quad | \ \text{SUB} & \Gamma \vdash x : S \quad t = c (t) & \text{c (t)} \\
& \quad | \ \text{ABS} & \Gamma \vdash \lambda (x : S) t : c (t) (x : S) T \\
& \quad | \ \text{APP} & \Gamma \vdash x : C \quad \forall (z : S) T & \Gamma \vdash y : S \\
& \quad | \ \text{BOX} & \Gamma \vdash x : C \quad C \subseteq \text{dom} (\Gamma) & \Gamma \vdash \Box x : C R \\
& \quad | \ \text{LET} & \Gamma \vdash s : S \quad \Gamma, x : S + t : T & x \notin \text{fv} (T) \\
& \quad | \ \text{APPLY} & \Gamma \vdash \text{let } x = s \ \text{in } t : T \\
& \quad | \ \text{TAPPLY} & \Gamma \vdash [x : y] t \\
& \quad | \ \text{RENAME} & \Gamma \vdash x : [z : y] t \\
& \quad | \ \text{LIFT} & \Gamma \vdash e [\text{let } x = y \ \text{in } t ] \\
& \quad | \ \text{CONTEXT} & \Gamma \vdash e \ [t ] \\
\end{align*} \]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Evaluation} & \quad \Gamma \vdash e \longrightarrow t'
\end{align*} \]

\[
\begin{align*}
\sigma [x : y] & \longrightarrow \sigma [z : y] t & \text{if } \sigma (x) = \lambda (z : T) t & \text{(APPLY)} \\
\sigma [x : R] & \longrightarrow \sigma [X : R] t & \text{if } \sigma (x) = \lambda (x : R) t & \text{(TAPPLY)} \\
\sigma [C \rightsquigarrow x] & \longrightarrow \sigma [y] & \text{if } \sigma (x) = \Box y & \text{(RENAME)} \\
\sigma [e [\text{let } x = y \ \text{in } t ]] & \longrightarrow \sigma [e [x : y] t ] & \text{if } \sigma (x) = \Box y & \text{(RENAME)} \\
\sigma [e [\text{let } x = y \ \text{in } t ]] & \longrightarrow \sigma [\text{let } x = \Box e [t ] ] & \text{if } \sigma [t ] \longrightarrow \sigma [t' ] & \text{(CONTEXT)}
\end{align*} \]

Figure 1. System CF

---
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We write $\sigma(x) = v$ if the store context $\sigma$ contains a binding $x = v$.

The first three reduction rules (APLY), (TAPPLY), and (UNNOX) rewrite a toplevel redex in a store context. The next two rules are administrative in nature. Rule (RENAME) eliminates aliases $x = y$ by renaming. Rule (LIFT) lifts evaluated let bindings $x = v$ out into the store context. Finally, rule (CONTEXT) allows reduction anywhere in an inner evaluation context embedded in an outer store context. A straightforward inspection of reduction rules establishes:

**Proposition.** $\rightarrow$ is deterministic.

### 4.3 Type System

As in $F_{\leq}$, the type system of $CF_{\leq}$ is defined by well-formedness, subtyping, and type assignment rules. Subtyping uses an auxiliary subcapturing relation on capture sets.

#### 4.3.1 Subcapturing

Subcapturing judgments $\Gamma \vdash C_1 <: C_2$ relate two capture sets in an environment. The relation takes variable types into account. E.g. under a variable binding $x : \{y\}$ Transform this relation would validate that $(x) <: \{y\}$, using rule (SC-VAR).

The motivation is that, since the only variable that instances of $x$ could capture is $y$, it makes sense to declare the capture set $(x)$ to be more precise than the capture set $(y)$. Note that the reverse is not true, as $x$ may be instantiated with values which do not capture anything.

Rule (SC-VAR) also allows pure variables to be dropped from capture sets.

$(\ast)$ is the top capture set in the sense that $\Gamma \vdash C <: (\ast)$ is admissible, provided that $\Gamma$ satisfies a well-formedness condition. We will prove this formally below in Proposition (Top CaptureSet).

#### 4.3.2 Subtyping

The subtyping relation $\Gamma \vdash T_1 <: T_2$ is lifted directly from $F_{\leq}$, augmented with two additional rules for dealing with boxed types and capture sets. Both rules are natural; rule (CAPT) lifts the natural notion of subcapturing to types, and (BOXED) just extends subtyping to boxed types. Note that $\top$ covers only pure types; $(\ast)$ $\top$ is the real top type.

#### 4.3.3 Typing

Again, typing builds upon the standard notion of typing from $F_{\leq}$, here, we illustrate the small differences by highlighting the rules that change.

Rule (VAR) introduces term dependencies via capture sets. If the type of a variable $x$ in the environment consists of a pure type $R$ and a (possibly empty) capture set $C$, then the type of the variable reference $x$ is $(x) : R$. The capture set $C$ of the declared type is recovered by subsumption. Indeed, subcapturing gives us $(x) <: C$ in this case, and therefore we get $\Gamma \vdash x : C R$ by subtyping rule (CAPT).

This also holds if the declared type of $x$ is pure. If $x : R \in \Gamma$ then we still have $x : \{x\} : R$. However, subcapturing gives us $\{x\} <: \{\}$ in this case so we get again $\Gamma \vdash x : R$ by subsumption. The root capability $\ast$ is needed for bootstrapping. Without it, all variable references would have empty capture sets.

Compared to System $F_{\leq}$, the (ABS) and (TABS) rules augment the abstraction’s type with all variables that are free in the abstracted term. Applying subsumption and rule (SC-VAR), we can immediately drop untracked variables from that capture set.

In rule (APP), the result of application is the result type of the function with the parameter $z$ substituted with the argument $y$. This is the same as function application for dependent function types except that the dependencies are restricted to variable tracking. The capture set $C$ of the function itself is discarded in an application, c.f. rules (APP) and (TAPP).

**Aside.** A more conventional version of (TAPP) would be

\[
\frac{\Gamma \vdash x : C \forall [X : R] T \quad \Gamma \vdash R <: R'}{\Gamma \vdash x[R] : [X := R] T} \quad \text{(TAPP')} \]

That formulation is equivalent to (TAPP) in the sense that either rule is derivable from the other, using subsumption and contravariance of type bounds.

#### 4.3.4 Well-Formedness

Well-formedness $\Gamma \vdash T \text{wf}$ is equivalent to well-formedness in System $F_{\leq}$ in that free variables in types and terms must be defined in the environment, except that capturing types may mention $\ast$ in their capture sets:

\[
\frac{\Gamma \vdash R \text{wf} \quad C \subseteq \text{dom}(\Gamma) \cup \{\ast\}}{\Gamma \vdash C R \text{wf}} \quad \text{(CAPT-wf)}
\]

#### 4.3.5 Properties

**Definition.** (Well-formed Environment) An environment $\Gamma$ is well-formed, if for every decomposition of $\Gamma$ as $\Gamma = \Gamma_1, x : T, \Gamma_2$ it holds that $\Gamma_1 \vdash T \text{ wf}$.

**Proposition.** (Top CaptureSet) For every capture set $C$ and well-formed environment $\Gamma$, if $C \subseteq \text{dom}(\Gamma) \cup \{\ast\}$ then $\Gamma \vdash C <: \{\ast\}$.

**Proof.** By induction on $\Gamma$ and a distinction by subcapturing cases.

**Corollary.** (Top Type) For every well-formed environment $\Gamma$, if $\Gamma \vdash T \text{ wf}$ then $\Gamma \vdash T <: \{\ast\} \top$.

The following two main propositions are at present conjectures. Related systems have been shown correct, including similar work by Boruch-Gruszczeki et al. [2021] and an ANF extension of System $F_{\leq}$ [Amin et al. 2016].

**Proposition.** (Preservation) If $\vdash t : T$ and $t \rightarrow t'$, then $\vdash t' : T$. 
Proposition. (Progress). If \( \vdash t : T \) then either \( t \) is of the form \( \sigma[a] \) for some store context \( \sigma \) and answer \( a \), or there exists a term \( t' \) such that \( t \rightarrow t' \).

4.3.6 Algorithmic Typing. The main issue facing algorithmic typing is the condition \( x \notin fv(T) \) in the typing rule (LET). An algorithm has to avoid \( x \) in the inferred type of the let if it appears in the inferred type of the body of the let. This requires widening the type and applying subsumption. In the case of \( CF_{\text{cov}} \), widening can be achieved by replacing covariant occurrences of \( x \) in \( T \) with the capture set of \( x \) while replacing contravariant occurrences with the empty set. In a full programming language like Scala we also have to deal with non-variant occurrences which can arise for instance through type abstraction. The Scala 3 compiler already has a sophisticated scheme for avoidance in place that can be re-used for capture sets.

5 Usage Scenarios

We present two usage scenarios that show that the \( CF_{\text{cov}} \) typing discipline is expressive and that it leads to reasonably concise programs. The first scenario shows higher-order operations over collections, and the second scenario shows that try expressions can be made fully safe.

Mapping over a Collection. We showcase the expressiveness of \( CF_{\text{cov}} \) by looking at map operations. For simplicity we use a continuation encoding of single-element “cells” as the underlying data structure on which the map operations are defined. We could equally well define them on a Böhm-Berarducci encoding [Böhm and Berarducci 1985] of lists, but this would make the example far larger. Most key insights are already demonstrable using single element collections.

We use Scala 3 notation throughout, but we assume that \( A \Rightarrow B \) is now the type of functions that can capture arbitrary tracked variables and that a new function type \( A \Rightarrow B \) represents pure functions that do not capture any tracked variables. That is, \( \Rightarrow \) can be thought of being defined in terms of \( \rightarrow \) like this:

```
infix type => [A, B] = (*) A => B
```

We consider collections of the following type:

```
type Cell[T] = [K] => (T => K) => K
```

That is, a \( Cell \) is a polymorphic function that takes a result type \( K \) and a (possibly side-effecting) continuation of type \( T \Rightarrow K \) and that returns the result of applying the continuation to the element of the cell. Here’s the constructor to create a cell with a given element \( x \):

```
def cell[T](x: T): Cell[T] =
  [K] => (k: T => K) => k(x)
```

Note that on the term level we still use \( => \) as a constructor for both pure and impure lambdas. No capture annotations are needed on the result type of \( cell \) because, first, \( x \) is of type \( T \) where the type variable \( T \) is pure, hence \( x \) is not tracked, and, second, \( k \) is consumed in the body \( k(x) \), so it is not captured either.

Here is an operation to retrieve the element of a cell:

```
def get[T](c: Cell[T]): T = c[T](identity)
```

We can define a strict map operation on cells like this:

```
def map[A, B](c: Cell[A])(f: A => B): Cell[B] = c[Cell[B]]((x: A) => cell(f(x)))
```

No capture annotations are needed since \( c \) and \( f \) are consumed in the body of map.

We can also require that the mapping function is pure, simply by replacing the \( => \) in the argument type with \( \rightarrow \):

```
def pureMap[A, B](c: Cell[A])(f: A \rightarrow B): Cell[B] = c[Cell[B]]((x: A) => cell(f(x)))
```

We now define a lazy variant of map. To keep the presentation short, we let lazyMap return a closure instead of changing the data structure to support lazy cells.

```
def lazyMap[A, B](c: Cell[A])(f: A \rightarrow B): (f \rightarrow Cell[B]) = () \rightarrow c[Cell[B]]((x: A) => cell(f(x)))
```

LazyMap returns a closure with free variables \( c \) and \( f \). The variable \( c \) is of the pure type \( Cell[A] \) and therefore untracked. The variable \( f \) is of the capturing function type \( A \Rightarrow B \), which means that \( f \) does appear in the capture set of the result type of LazyMap.

Here are some examples of how map operations are used. Let’s first define a side effecting function that captures a global capability \( io \) of type \( IO \):

```
val loggedOne: (io) () \rightarrow Int
  = () \rightarrow { io.print("!"); 1 }
```

We can encapsulate \( loggedOne \) in a cell like this:

```
val c: Cell[box (io) () \rightarrow Int] = cell[box (io) () \rightarrow Int(box loggedOne)]
```

Note that \( loggedOne \) needs to be boxed since its type is represented by the type variable \( T \) of \( Cell \), which is instantiated to the boxed type \( \Box \{io\} () \rightarrow Int \). Recall that type variables cannot be instantiated with capturing types such as \( \Box \{io\} () \rightarrow Int \).

We’d like to map a function over \( c \) that takes the function \( f \) stored in \( c \), applies it twice and prints the sum of the results. This is written as follows:

```
val g = (f: (io) () \rightarrow Int) =>
  val x = f(); io.print("\_\_\_"); x
val y = f(); io.print("\_\_\_"); y
val r = lazyMap[box (io) () \rightarrow Int, Unit](c)(box (f => g(unbox (io) f)))(r) // prints 1 + 1 = 2
```
The function value g has type \(\{\text{io}\} (\{\text{io}\} () \rightarrow \text{Int}) \rightarrow \text{Unit}\). It takes a function with io capability as parameter but also uses io independently, so \(\{\text{io}\}\) appears in two positions in the type.

The example shows that creating data structures with polymorphic type constructors generally does not require capture annotations since elements are of boxed types. On the other hand, access operations over such data structures need unboxing, which requires a capture set. E.g. the function passed to lazyMap has to unbox the element function f stored in the cell with the capture set \(\{\text{io}\}\) as key and has to re-box the result of g.

Boxed types on access operations result in smaller types than capture tracking on construction (which would have to track type variables as well [Boruch-Gruszecki et al. 2021]). While the (un)box operations are a notational burden, they can probably be inferred everywhere by applying the following rules:

- We assume a box on a type with non-empty capture set if the type is an argument to (or a bound of) a type variable.
- We infer a box operation if a value’s type is constrained from above by a type variable.
- We infer an unbox operation if a variable’s type is constrained from below by a type variable. (Alternatively: if a variable x of boxed type is accessed)

For instance, in the last code line above:

\[
\text{lazyMap}([\{\text{io}\} () \rightarrow \text{Int}, \text{Unit}] // boxed type arguments assumed (\text{box} f // box inferred since expression’s type <: B in lazyMap f \Rightarrow g (\text{unbox} \{\text{io}\} f // unbox inferred since ))) \quad // g’s parameter type >: A in lazyMap
\]

By inferring box types and (un)box operations, we get

\[
\text{lazyMap}([\{\text{io}\} () \Rightarrow \text{Int}, \text{Unit}] (c)(g)
\]

or, with inferred type arguments

\[
\text{lazyMap}(\{\text{io}\})(g)
\]

We are working on a typeinferencer that will test this hypothesis. The type inferencer is constructed as a separate pass after regular type checking. It annotates types with inferred capture sets, using a global propagation constraint solver for subcapturing constraints.

**Safe Exceptions.** The type discipline of CF_<□> is sufficient for safe exception handling where CanThrow capabilities cannot escape in closures. Comparing to Section 3, two modifications are needed in the expansion of try expressions: (1) the generated capabilities are variables of type \(\{\star\}\) CanThrow[Ex] and (2) the body of the try is boxed.

For example, take the erroneous definition of escaped. Its new compiler generated expansion is:

```scala
def escaped(xs: Double*) =
  try
    box {
      val ctl: CanThrow[LimitExceeded] = ???
      given CanThrow[LimitExceeded] = ctl

    }
  catch 
    case ex: LimitExceeded => -1
```

The principal type of the closure returned from try’s body is \(\{\text{ctl}\} () \rightarrow \text{Int}\). The variable \(\text{ctl}\) is local to the enclosing block, so it cannot be mentioned in the type of that block. The best possible type of that block is \(\{\star\} () \rightarrow \text{Int}\). But now the box operation is not well-typed since (box) requires that all captured variables in its argument are bound in the environment.

The type discipline enforced by try can in its essence also be abstracted in a user-defined function. Here is the signature of a user-defined \_try function that admits handlers of a single exception of arbitrary type E:

```scala
def _try[E, A] (body: (ct: {*} CanThrow[E]) ?=> A) (handler: E => A): A =
  try body catch case ex: E => handler(ex)
```

The two restrictions enforced by the compiler-generated try are implicitly also present in the signature of \_try: First, the required capability \(\text{ct}\) has type \(\{\star\}\) CanThrow[E] and is therefore tracked. Second, the body argument of \_try has a type variable as type, so any non-empty capture set must be boxed. This shows that CF_<□> can express not only specific handlers but also polymorphic abstractions over them.

6 Related Work

**Effects as Capabilities.** Marino and Millstein [2009] propose an effect framework that treats effects as sets of capabilities. Following this approach, Liu et al. [2016; 2020] propose to distinguish stoic functions, which do not close over capabilities from regular functions.

The problem of how to prevent capabilities from escaping in closures is also addressed by second-class values that can only be passed as arguments but not be returned in results or stored in mutable fields. Siek et al. [2012] present a second-class function argument using a classical polymorphic effect discipline whereas Osvald et al. [2016] present a specialized type discipline for this task. Second-class values can be encoded in CF_<□> [Boruch-Gruszecki et al. 2021]. Second-class values are more restrictive than CF_<□> in that they don’t support returning a second-class capability.

Brachthäuser et al. [2020] build on the work by Osvald et al. [2016] to present the Effekt language, supporting algebraic effects and handlers. By restricting all functions to be second class, Effekt supports a lightweight form of effect polymorphism. Effekt’s semantics are given by a translation into explicit capability passing. This is in spirit similar to using context functions that are automatically η-expanded.

Choudhury and Krishnaswami [2020] introduce a type system mechanism to distinguish between pure and impure terms in an impure-by-default calculus. A special “purity” type □ T witnesses that the term cannot close over any
impure bindings, that is: over potentially effectful resources. Purity types are similar to $\text{CF}_{\text{<}}$’s boxed types. The main difference is that boxed types can capture impure variables, but that the captured variables have to be presented again as capabilities when a value of a boxed type is accessed.

Boruch-Gruszecki et al. [2021] present a calculus similar to $\text{CF}_{\text{<}}$, but not restricted to ANF and without boxing. They prove soundness of their calculus, and demonstrate how to extend it to support non-local returns, regions and effect handlers. Unlike $\text{CF}_{\text{<}}$, their calculus cannot support polymorphic data structures containing impure data.

**Lightweight Polymorphic Exceptions.** Zhang and Myers describe a scheme for abstraction-safe exception handlers [Zhang et al. 2016] and algebraic effects [Zhang and Myers 2019] in which functions are annotated with the set of captured handler values. Handler values can be regarded as special-cased capabilities. By contrast, $\text{CF}_{\text{<}}$ has a more foundational focus in that arbitrary variables can be tracked. Tunneled exceptions as described in their work could be built on top of System $\text{CF}_{\text{<}}$ if CanThrow capabilities are passed as regular, non-erased values, using a de-aliasing technique similar to Scala’s handling of non-local returns.

Rytz et al. [2013] describe a polymorphic effect system that can express thrown exceptions by annotating results of functions. Annotations can refer to function parameters. This is similar to the way dependent function types are defined in $\text{CF}_{\text{<}}$, except that they track executed effects where $\text{CF}_{\text{<}}$ tracks captured capabilities.

An alternative to source-level type systems for exception tracking is a static analysis such as the one by Pessaux and Leroy [1999] for OCaml. Their analysis consists of a unification-based type inference for a non-standard type system without the need or support of source annotations.

**Internal Type Systems.** The issue of capturing also comes up in type systems that are used internally for optimization and code generation. Typed closure conversion [Minamide et al. 1996] makes free variables of closures explicit in the types. The most interesting difference between that system and ours is what happens when a bound variable goes out of scope. Typed closure conversion still represents the variable under an existential whereas in our system the type has to be widened so that it does not mention the bound variable at all. The usual way to achieve that is replacing the variable by the set of tracked variables it references. This is also the approach followed by Scherer and Hoffmann [2013] who develop a simply typed system that can track variables in closures for enabling dataflow analyses on curried functions.

**Future Work.** While exception tracking with implicit capabilities is fully implemented, capture tracking cannot yet be integrated in Scala. Looking first at foundations, it is important to have mechanized proofs for the metatheory of $\text{CF}_{\text{<}}$. It would also be interesting to explore capturing types and boxed types in System $\text{D}_{\text{<}}$ and DOT, which can formalize more core features of Scala. Finally, we need to extend rules for variable tracking to other Scala constructs including assignment, classes and traits.

On the implementation side, we need to complete a type inference system for capture sets, study its soundness, and test its ergonomics. Afterwards, we need to work out how to migrate Scala libraries including the standard collection library to support capture tracking. The import escape hatch discussed in Section 2 will surely help, but maybe other techniques will be needed as well.

This work could bring great benefits. Capture tracking has broad applicability - it could also be an essential part of algebraic effect systems, fine-grained resource management, or type systems to control ownership [Clarke et al. 1998; Hogg 1991; Noble et al. 1998], uniqueness [Barendsen and Smetters 1996], [Haller and Odersky 2010] or interference [Reynolds 1978].
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